Testobject: Electric Step and electrical passenger door
Applicant: Alex Original LTD

Statement of Conformity
Nr.: 135KP0007-00

Applicant: ALEX Original LTD
16Hamelacha St Kiryar saphir
IS-8521 -Netanya


Concerned vehicle resp. vehicle parts: The step bar at the front passenger door and the electrical front passenger door was tested according the above mentioned requirements. The above mentioned requierments are met.

Result: The step bar at the front passenger door meets the above mentioned requirements in regard to the protruding of external surface for vehicles of category M1. The electrical front passenger door meets the above mentioned requierments for the clamping protection. The electrical front passenger door reopens automatically at a clampingforce of 150N.

Cologne, 2013-01-16
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Enclosure: 2 drawings of the steps
Testobject: Electric Step and electrical passenger door
Applicant: Alex Original LTD

7487- ELECTRIC STEP

ALL RADIUSES MUST BE MINIMUM 2.5mm
Testobject: Electric Step and electrical passenger door
Applicant: Alex Original LTD